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Similes List - English Club
www.englishclub.com/vocabulary/figures-similes-list.htm
Back to similes main page. Caution: Many similes are clichés (phrases that are
overused and betray a lack of original thought). You should use well-know similes with ...

List of Similes and Metaphors - Buzzle
www.buzzle.com/articles/list-of-similes-and-metaphors.html
Need a list of similes and metaphors? Read the following article for some of the best
and most educating examples that similes and metaphors can offer you.

Simile Examples - List of Similes - Homework Tips - Help ...
homeworktips.about.com/od/englishhomework/qt/List-Of-Similes.htm
A simile is a direct comparison of two different objects, often used with like or as. This
list of similes will help you come up with your own examples.

Related searches for list of similes

Simile - English Club
www.englishclub.com/vocabulary/figures-simile.htm
A simile is a figure of speech that says that one thing is like another different thing. We
can use similes to make descriptions more emphatic or vivid.

Similes:Meaning and list of Similes with examples
www.englishleap.com/other-resources/similes
Similes:Definition of similes with appropriate examples.Browse our list of common
similes.

Simile Examples - Example of Simile
www.simileexamples.com
"It's been a hard day's night and I've been working like a dog" In English, whenever we
want to compare two things to each other we can use a simile.

List of metaphors, similes and hyperboles?
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20090125171552AATIwqj
3 posts · 2 total answers · Published Jan 25, 2009
Jan 25, 2009 · List of metaphors, similes and hyperboles? ? 10 of each or as much as
you can give me (everyday ones but no cliches) THANKS SOSOSOSOOOO MUCH!

List of common English similes - Speakspeak
speakspeak.com/resources/vocabulary-general-english/idioms/similes
Common similes with explanations and examples ... A simile is a type of idiom and
likens one thing to another thing. Similes often contain as â€¦ as or like.
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